ENCASE LICENSE MODEL SCHEDULE

Definitions:
The following defined terms are used in connection with the Encase License Models:

“Educational Institution” means a public or private university, college, or other post-secondary educational establishment that is the Licensee for the applicable Transaction Document.

“Internal Network” means a private, proprietary computer network resource utilizing Supported Computers established and maintained by Licensee and accessible only by Licensee’s employees and authorized contractors, excluding any portions of the Internet or any other network community open to the public.

“Node” means any Licensee computer/server which can be (i) connected to Licensee’s Internal Network, and (ii) investigated using the Software. For any Encase software license subject to a Node-based license restriction, all the Nodes on Licensee’s Internal Network must be licensed unless otherwise indicated on Licensee’s Transaction Documents. In the event Licensee’s Internal Network expands beyond the Node capacity indicated on the applicable Transaction Documents, additional Nodes must be licensed corresponding to such increase.

“Supported Computers” means the computers owned or leased by Licensee, and under Licensee’s control, of a manufacturer, model and operating system that is compatible with the current version of the Software as set forth in the release notes.

“Transaction Documents” means the legally binding order documents applicable to a given Licensee’s order.

EnCase Uncapped Component Licenses
License Model. Per Node

The Uncapped Component license model is applicable to the following software products:

- Endpoint Investigator
- Endpoint Security
- EnCase eDiscovery
- EnCase Risk Manager

An Uncapped Component License includes an unlimited quantity of the following components that can be deployed on Licensee’s Supported Computers solely for use in conjunction with the foregoing software products:

- Examiners
- SAFEs
- Concurrent Connections
- Snapshot
- Enscript programs that ship with the Software

Uncapped Component Licenses are licensed to Licensee for use only on the number of Nodes specified on the Transaction Documents on Licensee’s Internal Network(s) only.

**EnCase Forensic and EnCase Mobile Investigator Licenses**

License Model. Per Copy (or instance).

Each EnCase Forensic and EnCase Mobile Investigator license permits use of one copy of such software by a single individual on a single computer at a given point in time. No copies or duplicates of the dongle hardware key may be made. The software may not be used to provide technical training or instruction for monetary compensation or other consideration unless separately agreed to in writing by Open Text Corporation.

**EnCase Forensic Site License**

License Model. Per Copy (or instance).

EnCase Forensic Site Licenses may be deployed on Licensee’s Supported Computers either on premises owned or leased for use by Licensee or on external sites solely in connection with criminal investigations by Licensee on behalf of a law enforcement entity.

**EnCase Academic License**

License Model. Per Copy (or instance).

EnCase Academic Licenses may be used solely by an Educational Institution in a classroom environment located at the Education Institution solely for the purpose of teaching computer forensics or related subject matters.

**EnCase for External Investigations**

License Model. Per Copy (or instance).

EnCase for External Investigations Licenses may be used by Licensee solely to collect and analyze data located on third-party (i.e. non-Licensee) computers and computer networks directly related to Licensee’s investigations of such computer networks. Such software must be removed from the external third-party computers and computer networks upon completion of the applicable investigation.

**EnCase for Service Providers and Consultants License**

License Model. Per Copy (or instance).

The EnCase Service Providers and Consultants License may be used by Licensee (i) on Licensee’s own Internal Network to analyze data collected from Licensee’s clients in connection with Licensee’s
consulting business, and (ii) to collect such data from Licensee’s clients’ computer networks. The software must be removed from Licensee’s clients’ computer networks upon completion of Licensee’s data collection work on such networks and/or for such client(s), subject to the following paragraph.

If Licensee has purchased EnCase Endpoint Security for Service Provider use, upon Licensee’s removal of all EnCase for Service Providers and Consultants software from Licensee’s clients’ computer networks, Licensee may leave servlets on such clients’ computer networks for future use provided that Licensee removes all other components of the Software from the client’s network and the client is unable to operate the Software upon completion of Licensee’s consulting services engagement.

**Student Use**

License Model. Per Copy (or instance).

Student licenses are restricted to personal, non-commercial use only as part of Licensee’s participation as a student in a digital forensics training course.